**Gary’s Column:**

**Fun to be successful**

The Columbia shop produced itself right out of work. Since January 1, we have produced an extra 5 carts per week. Rah, Rah, for over 200 volunteers that like to work and apply themselves. They embraced an opportunity to be needed in retirement. Most are retired by the way.

Only one problem, it takes $300.00 per cart, or $1,500 extra per week to keep building at that rate. When the budget was built on 35 carts a week and we made 40, then the reserves ran low. So for most of August we backed off production, some to balance out our budget for the month. Oh by the way, did you pray today for us to keep building at the rate. 2007 Lutheran girl with deformed leg, Kathy Wilson, long term shop volunteer, assisted with this cart distribution.

Can you help fund an increased production to 50 a week? Our volunteers are willing to build & load more carts. We welcomed the donations.

**Our Mission:** Mobility Worldwide MO – Columbia’s mission is to provide appropriate mobility for all of God’s children in need. We seek to provide mobility first for those in greatest need and with the least resources in poor or underdeveloped countries.

Mobility Worldwide MO – Columbia has grown this 25th Anniversary Year. We covet your support and always need the resources to build carts. Show up at the Mizzou Homecoming Parade on October 12 and cheer loudly for us. Bring your friends and volunteer at the shop for one hour a month. Tell your church mission chairmen that this great mobility project is in Columbia MO. Gain us an invitation to your favorite Hellenic/Greek fraternity or sorority house to speak of this project. List our ad on KMIZ, ME TV/FOX. Join one of our clubs or other service club. Tell your missionaries an invitation to speak at your church, your Rotary club or other service club.

Donors offer $20,000 match to build and ship more Mobility Carts.

Janet was involved in an accident three years ago that left her dependent on her two children for movement. She recently received a Mobility Cart. “This is now able to go to her shop which is two kilometers away from her home without assistance which she says will greatly improve her life and that of her children.”

A sponsor family will match giving this fall thru increased giving or new donors up to $20,000. Your donation will be doubled if you send a first time gift or the portion more than your last year’s gift. One way to do that is sign up for or increase your monthly auto debit giving from your checking account or online with your credit card. Call for or find the form on our website. (Call for or find the form on our website.) In example, last year you gave $100 (Thank You). This year you send $300 or sign up for a $25 monthly auto debit gift. $200 will be matched. Or $300 will be matched if you use a new debit. Or $500 matched if you didn’t and a gift last year, but are a past donor (Thank You). Please donate today as your gift will go twice as far to go $20,000. Donations will be used to help people like Janet, a shopkeeper in Kenya (pictured here).

Our volunteers are willing to build & load more carts. Can you help fund an increased production to 50 a week?

- Gary Moreau, Executive Director

**Shopkeeper, Accident, and a Cart**

Janet had an accident 5 years ago which left her dependent on her two children for movement. She recently received a Mobility Cart. “This is now able to go to her shop which is two kilometers away from her home without assistance which she says will greatly improve her life and that of her children.”

**1990 Horford Rd. Columbia, MO 65202 United States Of America**

**Make The Mobility Cart Since 1994.**

**REMEMBERING OUR PROMISES**

**(Located on our website under “About”)**

We send four newsletters a year and two letters for special opportunities to build more carts.

**Promise No. 5.** We promise to be truthful and frank in our fundraising efforts, and not to create a monthly crisis, or otherwise unduly make emotional pleas for your support. We do rely upon your gifts. It is the simple fact that the more you give the more people Mobility Worldwide MO-Columbia can help.
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The CAT and Clark forklifts have been serving us well for years. The CAT was here before me, and the Clark came from Slovenica Electric several years ago. The CAT needs $7,000 of batteries, the hydraulic seal, and new electrical panels. Not worth doing and overkill if needed. So it is dead lined.

Clark is moving okay if we keep the water levels up in batteries. Right now maybe a LP gas model would be better for us so we could unload outside the confines of the building. Right now neither is up in batteries. Right now maybe a LP gas model.

Clark is moving okay if we keep the water levels up in batteries. Right now maybe a LP gas Deka model would be better for us so we could unload outside the confines of the building. Right now neither is up in batteries.

For lift kits are regularly used to unload the large aluminum carts that we have been using to distribute mobility carts to refugees in Zambian camps. Ajabu was one of dozens who have been helped and this book has only a fraction of his wisdom. His stories, wit, and wisdom are available for $20 with all proceeds going to Mobility Worldwide to support the distribution of mobility carts and more.

For lift kits are regularly used to unload the large aluminum carts that we have been using to distribute mobility carts to refugees in Zambian camps. Ajabu was one of dozens who have been helped and this book has only a fraction of his wisdom. His stories, wit, and wisdom are available for $20 with all proceeds going to Mobility Worldwide to support the distribution of mobility carts and more.

Forlift kits are regularly used to unload the large aluminum carts that we have been using to distribute mobility carts to refugees in Zambian camps. Ajabu was one of dozens who have been helped and this book has only a fraction of his wisdom. His stories, wit, and wisdom are available for $20 with all proceeds going to Mobility Worldwide to support the distribution of mobility carts and more.
We utilized these wonderful videos on your Mobility Worldwide "…We have been inspired by videos in worship and maintain our website content. The website also helps potential distribution partners around the world find us.
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Production Comes in spades.”

"These witty, wise, and often moving stories represent a remarkable life. Mel West Smithson in Washington DC.

at venues from Cooper’s Landing on the Missouri River near Columbia MO to the Far, Far Off Broadway: Outdoor Dramas of the Midwest to Thermodynamics. He has leghandicapped and has seen first-hand the dramatic changes in the lives of the cart participators in several trips to Guatemala and Kenya to distribute mobility carts to volunteer at the Columbia MO Mobility Worldwide shop since 2010. He has research on snake and spider venoms, and worked as a science editor, has been a Jeffrey Moran

, after a life in academics during which he taught biology, did laboratory

full retirement, Mel founded the PET Project in 1994, which later became Mobility Network and Alfalit, and many others. At a time of life when most of us would be in the Office of Creative Ministries in Columbia MO, volunteer work and member of the Marine Corps service during World War II, seminary training and Methodist ministry, And he continues to add daily to that volume. His full life includes dairy farming, US story, or part of it, is told in the pages of this book. With well over 1000

Mel West’s

– Rev. Patricia Adams Farmer, author of Embracing a Beautiful God

9 780578 217406

Youth Rotaract Members Raise $40,155

Rotaract engaged 31 businesses or groups to decorate and sponsor a Mobility Cart.

Our Rotaract Club Friends, shop volunteers, put on a first ever fundraiser that finished at Loghan Brewery Company in Columbia. They signed up 11 businesses or groups to donate $500 for a cart, members or employees decorated it, and attended the event June. Others bought the event ticket and raffle tickets were used to win in a best lady. Ladies Night Out won best cart. Around 200 people attended. There was great enthusiasm for the fundraisers. Look for next year. All decorated carts were shipped to Partners for Care in Kenya on July 11. $10,155 was raised. THANK YOU to the Rotaract Club and all who participated. Did you find the Peacock?

CALL TO ALL MO STATEWORKERS:

Our mobility mission is an approved charity for the MSEC (MO State Employee Charitable Campaign). Employee or retiree can pick charities and give those their paycheck or pension check. Mobility Worldwide MO – Columbia has been a part of the fall campaign since 2009, our number is 9009. 2018 fall pledge are sponsoring 30 carts this year. Please help us spread the word to your friends and families that work for the state of MO and ask them give mobility thru MSEC 9009.

Gifts Given in Honor:

• Jonathan Dodson’s birthday by Lisa & Bruce Marks
• Jeff Morey by Committee Almas
• The West family by Marita West
• Mel/Wanda by Sandy Day

MSECC (MO State Employees Charitable Campaign).

CALL TO ALL MO STATEWORKERS: It hurts when he crawls. “Can sit by himself. Can’t stand or walk with legs. Can walk with braces. He has

reflected.

A local Columbia church raised awareness throughout their congregations and give our donor gifts giving $5 309 or 13 Mobility Carts. Your gift helps us create and maintain our website content. This website also helps potential distribution partners around the world find us.

These small, but we ignored them and let them go to waste. The CAT came in from Schneider Electric several well for years. The Clark was here before me, and it was dependable for that.

We have a page on our website filled with Videos to share. A local Columbia church raised awareness throughout their congregations and give our donor gifts giving $5 309 or 13 Mobility Carts. Your gift helps us create and maintain our website content. This website also helps potential distribution partners around the world find us.

Did You Know?

We have a page on our website filled with Videos to share. A local Columbia church raised awareness throughout their congregations and give our donor gifts giving $5 309 or 13 Mobility Carts. Your gift helps us create and maintain our website content. This website also helps potential distribution partners around the world find us.

Gifts Given in Honor: Jennifer Dodson’s birthday by Lisa & Bruce Marks
• Jeff Morey by Committee Almas
• The West family by Marita West
• Mel/Wanda by Sandy Day

A local Columbia church raised awareness throughout their congregations and give our donor gifts giving $5 309 or 13 Mobility Carts. Your gift helps us create and maintain our website content. This website also helps potential distribution partners around the world find us.

Gifts Given In Memory:

• Charity Chiyo by Joanna & Bruce Todd, Roger & Jean Hawens, Sarah Thomas, Dick & Marian Hawens, Roger Hawens, Susan Hawens
• Tom & Marita Hawens
• Mark and Deanne Hock, Karren Hock, Diana Hock, Jana Hock, Jamie Hock
• Karen D’ohle, Jamie D’ohle, Sarah D’ohle, Jean D’ohle & Kim Rampel
• Steve and Laurene by Ellen Oggier
•禮品由 James and Yvonne Koles
• Locke Maguire by Gary Maguire
• Bill Byers by Kevin Frey-Miller
• Art and Ruth Witt by Judith Witt-Croswhite • Bill Poore by Karla Poore-Malaney
• Irene and Lorraine by Ellen Dugger
• Whitney Hiata by Mark Hiata

This is a book of Mel’s writings follows his life, work and his ideas on living and helping. They are available the $30 with proceeds going to build & ship carts. Deep in at the shop and pick up or read your check for $25 with postage and note ‘Mel’s book’ in the memo line. You additional gifts are welcome.

Giving a book of Mel’s writings follows his life, work and his ideas on living and helping. They are available the $30 with proceeds going to build & ship carts. Deep in at the shop and pick up or read your check for $25 with postage and note ‘Mel’s book’ in the memo line. You additional gifts are welcome.

Mel’s book in the memo line. You additional gifts are welcome.

Page 49. “Many huge problems were once small, but we ignored them and let them go to waste. The CAT came in from Schneider Electric several well for years. The Clark was here before me, and it was dependable for that.

Our forklifts were regularly used to unload the hydraulic seal, and new electrical panels. Not well for years. The Clark was here before me, and it was dependable for that.

It hurts when he crawls. “Can sit by himself. Can’t stand or walk with legs. Can walk with braces. He has

Cat & Clark On Last Lift

The CAT and Clark forklifts have been serving us well for years. The Clark was here before me, and the CAT came in from Schenectady Electric several years ago. The CAT needs $7,000 of batteries, the hydraulic seal, and new electrical panels. Not well for years. The Clark was here before me, and it was dependable for that.

Clark is moving okay if we keep the water levels up in him. Right now may be a LP gas model would be better for us so we could unload outside of the confines of the building. Right now neither is dependable for that.

Our forklifts were regularly used to unload incoming supplies: volunteer made parts, vendor shipments of new, shipping boxes, etc. And they were used to load all the outgoing shipments of Mobility Carts. They were easier goods by our partners, The Container Project which shares our warehouse. So in a nutshell, Mobility Worldwide MO – Columbia needs a forklift revival. Either a good used one or something new.

Mobility Cart Donation Slip

Forlift desperately needed to keep mobility Carts and more.

The CAT and Clark forklifts have been serving us well for years. The Clark was here before me, and the CAT came in from Schenectady Electric several years ago. The CAT needs $7,000 of batteries, the hydraulic seal, and new electrical panels. Not well for years. The Clark was here before me, and it was dependable for that.

Clark is moving okay if we keep the water levels up in him. Right now may be a LP gas model would be better for us so we could unload outside of the confines of the building. Right now neither is dependable for that.

Our forklifts were regularly used to unload incoming supplies: volunteer made parts, vendor shipments of new, shipping boxes, etc. And they were used to load all the outgoing shipments of Mobility Carts. They were easier goods by our partners, The Container Project which shares our warehouse. So in a nutshell, Mobility Worldwide MO – Columbia needs a forklift revival. Either a good used one or something new.
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Forklift desperately needed to keep mobility Carts and more.

The CAT and Clark forklifts have been serving us well for years. The Clark was here before me, and the CAT came in from Schenectady Electric several years ago. The CAT needs $7,000 of batteries, the hydraulic seal, and new electrical panels. Not well for years. The Clark was here before me, and it was dependable for that.

Clark is moving okay if we keep the water levels up in him. Right now may be a LP gas model would be better for us so we could unload outside of the confines of the building. Right now neither is dependable for that.

Our forklifts were regularly used to unload incoming supplies: volunteer made parts, vendor shipments of new, shipping boxes, etc. And they were used to load all the outgoing shipments of Mobility Carts. They were easier goods by our partners, The Container Project which shares our warehouse. So in a nutshell, Mobility Worldwide MO – Columbia needs a forklift revival. Either a good used one or something new.

It hurts when he crawls. “Can sit by himself. Can’t stand or walk with legs. Can walk with braces. He has
2016 Borges contacts us for the mobility for Congolese refugees in Zambia. A group of doctors and nurses report to us, “We can’t do without them and won’t stop.”

2018 Borges contacts us for the mobility for children of refugee families in Tanzania. A group of doctors and nurses report to us, “We can’t do without them and won’t stop.”

2006 Borges contacts us for the capability for Congolese refugees in Zambia. A group of doctors and nurses report to us, “We can’t do without them and won’t stop.”

2018 Borges contacts us for the capability for Congolese refugees in Zambia. A group of doctors and nurses report to us, “We can’t do without them and won’t stop.”
Gary’s Column: 

Fun to be successful

The Columbia shop produced itself right out of work. Since January 1, we have produced an extra 5 carts per week. Rah, Rah, for over 200 volunteers that like to work and apply themselves. They embraced an opportunity to be needed in retirement. Most are retired by the way.

Our mission: Mobility Worldwide MO – Columbia’s mission is to provide appropriate mobility for all of God’s children in need. We seek to provide mobility first for those in greatest need and with the least resources in poor or underdeveloped countries.

The Columbia shop produced itself right out of work. Since January 1, we have produced an extra 5 carts per week. Rah, Rah, for over 200 volunteers that like to work and apply themselves. They embraced an opportunity to be needed in retirement. Most are retired by the way.

Shopkeeper, Accident, And A Cart

Donors offer $20,000 match to build and ship more Mobility Carts.

Janet was involved in an accident three years ago that left her dependent on her two children for movement. She recently received a Mobility Cart. “This is now able to go to her shop which is 2 miles Measures away from her home without assistance which she can’t physically manage on her own or her children’s.

A sponsor family will match giving this fall thru increased giving or new donors up to $20,000. Your donation will be doubled if you send a first time gift or the portion more than your last year’s gift. One way to do that is sign up for or increase your monthly auto debit giving from your checking account online with your credit card. (Call for or find the form on our website). In example, last year you gave $100. This year you send $200 or sign up for a $25 monthly auto debit gift. $200 will be matched. Or $300 is matched if you are a new donor. Or $500 matched if you had a gift last year, but are a past donor. (Thank You). Please donate today in your gift will go twice as far up to $20,000. Donations will be used to help people like Janet, a shopkeeper in Kenya (pictured here).

Our volunteers are willing to build & load more carts. Can you help fund an increased production to 50 a week?

Janet had an accident 3 years ago.
Only one problem, it takes $300.00 per cart or $1,500 extra per week to keep building at that rate. When the budget was built on 35 carts a week and we made 40, then the reserves ran low. So for most of August we backed off production to balance our out.

That really hurts to slow down when the world needs 64 million carts to solve mobility problems. It is never to think we are not successful, and to know that we can build 40 carts per week will only help the dispensers.

So how can you help to keep building? Give us an invitation to speak at your church, your Rotary club or other service club. Tell your missionaries you support that free Mobility Carts are available.

Tell your church mission chairmen that this great mobility project is in Columbia MO. Gain us an invitation to your favorite Harlem's Gospel, fraternity or sorority house to speak of this project. Listen to our ad on KMIZ, ME TV/DCF.

Tell your church staff shares 20 years Of her favorite photos and stories. (continued on top of next page)

- GARY MOREAU, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR